
Classification & Regulation of Vessels & Equipment  
 
 Part A : Types of craft  to be used and/or stored at LHYC site. 
 
1 Cabin  Boat: Club Launch System.  
    Sail or motor powered .  Has  cabin or cuddy. Over 13 ft LOA. and less than  
36ft. LOA Will be kept on its  mooring for that boat’s season. 
 Launched and recovered by club hired crane or other club launching system 
 
2.Cabin Boat: Self Launch. 
 As 1 
Member arranges own launch and recovery without use of equipment owned or 
hired by the club 
 
3 Day- boat.   No cabin or Cuddy. Sail /oar or motor powered. Less than 22ft 
LOA . Either   kept on a mooring for that boat’s season or launched and 
recovered from its trailer with mechanical assistance after each use.  
 
4 Sailing/Rowing Dinghy. No cabin or Cuddy. Sail /oar  powered.  Less than 
16ft LOA . Not kept on a mooring and will be launched and recovered by hand 
after each use.   
 
5. Kayaks / canoes. Includes all canoe form craft such as Canadian style 
canoes, kayaks and out-riggered canoes. These may be sail and/or paddle 
powered and will be launched recovered after each use. 
 
6. Tender. Open craft less than 16ft LOA used to service and access a 
member’s boat kept on a mooring. 
 
 Part B: Sundry items: 
 
7.Launching /storage cradle/trailer. Any device owned by a member used for 
storage and/or launch recovery of vessels 
  
8.Masts/ spars/ components.  Any article forming part of a vessel that is 
separated from the vessel. 
 
 9.Other items. Any item not classified in categories 1-8   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Part C: Regulations; 
 
a. Where a member, disputes which category 1-6 a vessel should be in, or when 
it is not readily determined which category,  1-6 a vessel should be in, the 
committee will decide which category is most appropriate. 
 
b. Vessels and articles in categories 1-9 will be identifiable in terms of ownership 
by means of boat name and /or member number. 
 
c. Any member with one craft or more,  in category 1,2 or 3, that is  kept on a 
mooring during that craft’s season, may keep ONE tender on site without charge. 
The tender may be a craft from categories 4, 5, or 6  
 
d. Craft in categories 4,5 & 6 that are  not a vessel’s designated tender will be 
subject to  charge if stored on site for more than 1 month, unless the craft is the 
member’s ONLY boat, which will then not be subject to charge, in this latter case 
any additional such craft will be subject to charge. 
 
e. Permission to store any craft or sundry item on site, will be sought from and be 
at the discretion of the yard master. All craft and sundry items will be stored in 
accordance with instructions given by the yard master. Only items which are 
subject to use or expected use will be stored on site.  
 
f. Abandonment: Any item in  categories 1-9,  which is on the  club  site,  the 
mooring area allocated to the club, or any area within the boundaries of the land 
rented to the club and in the opinion of the committee appears  neglected or  
unused,  parked in the wrong place or uncollected by former members may  be 
classified as abandoned.  
Where this is the case, procedures and provisions consistent with the Torts 
(interference with Goods) Act 1977 may be employed to enable removal of the 
vessel or equipment. 
 
 
g. Other types of vessel not covered by categories 1-6 may be used at discretion 
of committee.   


